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Hugo Cabret: Day 0
Subject Area: Language Arts
Concept / Skill: N/A

Grade Level: 6th
Target Audience: Mixed Ability Class
Time Frame: 10 minutes

Objective: N/A
Materials:
● Student Copies of Selznick, B. (2007). The Invention of Hugo Cabret. New York:
Scholastic.
Resources: N/A
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●

Many times when we look at books, we think of page after page of words, and
especially in 6th grade we can forget the value of pictures in reading. The book we are
going to be looking at over the next week is more than a little unusual.
Let's take a look at the first few pages together. (Show Pages on Projector).
As you can see, the first 50 pages of this book are all made of illustrations. What
experiences do we have outside of reading that is based largely on images? Film
What part of a film are we missing? Sound
If we say these images make up the picture of a film, what role does the text of our
book play? Dialogue, Narration
We could have read about everything that happened in just a few pages, but it would
have taken longer and we may not have gotten as much out of it. As the saying goes,
a picture is worth a thousand words. What can you tell me about our three main
characters? Boy running through crowded station, sneaks into secret tunnel to clock.
Old man at toy booth. Only saw third character if looking closely – young girl is with
old man on the last page.
This is definitely not a book where you can ignore the pictures. Because pictures are
often used in place of words, you will miss a lot of the story if you don't pay attention to
the illustrations.
(Distribute books)
Please read through page 143 before class tomorrow.
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Hugo Cabret: Day 1
Subject Area: Language Arts / History
Grade Level: 6th
Concept / Skill: Understand what automatons are, Target Audience: Mixed Ability Class
how they came to be, how they work, and how they Time Frame: 40 minutes
are used today.
Materials:
● Electronic Images
● Maillardet Automaton Video: 2007 Short (0:50)
● Maillardet Automaton Video: 2007 Demonstration with author Brian Selznick (7:10)
● Student copies of paper automaton: http://www.robives.com/media/cesbsample.pdf
Resources:
● (2001). Automaton History. http://automata.co.uk/History%20page.htm.
● Franklin Institute, The. (2010). Maillardet's Automaton at The Franklin Institute.
http://www.fi.edu/learn/sci-tech/automaton/automaton.php?cts=instrumentation.
● http://app.onlinephotofiler.com/images/A_5/2/1/0/50125/edisdoll_7d033.JPG?v=0015
● http://botropolis.com/wp-content/uploads/shittingduck.jpg
● http://huehueteotl.files.wordpress.com/2007/04/vaucanson_duck1.jpg
● http://karenelinrestabateman.files.wordpress.com/2009/10/dragee_atelier.jpg
● http://publishing.cdlib.org/ucpressebooks/data/13030/b6/ft438nb2b6/figures/ft438nb2b
6_fig8.jpg
● http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/6e/Racknitz_-_The_Turk_3.jpg
● http://www.fi.edu/learn/sci-tech/automaton/images/automaton_sketch_picture_ship.gif
● Wood, Gaby. (2002). Edison's Eve: A Magical History of the Quest for Mechanical
Life. New York: Random House.
A. Focusing Activity:
● What was Hugo's father's secret project? Automaton
● Can you describe it? Man at desk
● The automaton in this story was inspired by an actual automaton made around the
year 1800. Let's take a look at this marvelous machine – take note of the fluid
movement and which parts of the man actually move.
● [Begin short video]
● If you didn't get a chance to see everything, you'll have another chance as we take a
look at another video. This video is of the same automaton, but we'll be able to listen
to an explanation of how the machine works and how the author used it in our book.
● [Begin longer video and point out author Brian Selznick (first speaker)]
● [Show an image of Maillardet ship illustration, image0]
● What do you think?
● Have you ever seen anything like this before?
B. Purpose: Students will understand what automatons are, how they came to be, how they
work, and how they are used today.

C. Instruction:
● We all have a pretty good idea of what an automaton is, but let's see what the
dictionary has to say. [Ask a student to read the definition from a student dictionary].
1. A self-operating machine or mechanism, especially a robot.
2. One that behaves or responds in a mechanical way

Which definition matches the automaton in our book? 1
We're going to build our own automaton of sorts in a few minutes, but first I want to
give you a better background on these fascinating machines.
● While there were many automata before him, Vaucanson is often credited with making
the first popular automatons. Vaucanson was French, and in the early 1700s he
crafted 3 automata: first a flute player [image1] who used his fingers, tongue, and and
mouth shape (same as human flute players) to play 12 different tunes. Second, he
made a mechanical duck [image2] that swam, drank, ate, quacked, and splashed.
[image3] The duck supposedly went through all stages of digestion. Third, he made a
drum player.
● [image4] Kempelen was an inventor who around 1770 was thought to have built an
automaton which was capable of rationalizing and playing chess against the best
chess players in the world. This mechanical device impressed spectators for 85 years
on its tours around the world and while it was controlled by a human, it was still an
impressive machine, mimicking human movement and remaining an illusion for so
long.
● [image5] Edison was at one time known for his talking dolls, which had a porcelain
head, wooden arms and legs, and a metal torso which contained a phonograph and
could tell poems or nursery rhymes.
● [image6] During the industrial revolution, many machines were created not to look like
man, but to perform the function of man (do you know any blacksmiths?). At the same
time, many workers were described as mechanized (performing the same process
over and over, much like a machine), making them automatons according to our
second definition. (This image is of a candy-coating factory.)
● What are some modern automata – mechanical devices which perform the function of
humans or animals? Many toys, including the Furby
D. Individual Activity:
● [Show students a teacher-constructed model of the paper automaton.]
● We're going to use the rest of our time today to get acquainted with the intricacies of
building our own automaton. We have enough materials for each of you to create your
own, but I know we all have different strengths and weaknesses – if you would like to
work in small groups, you may. Just make sure you're working productively!
●
●

Conclusion:
● Is this actually an automaton according to our definition? No, it's not really selfoperating
● For tomorrow, I am going to ask that you read until page 257. See what clues you can
pick up about what the true function of the automaton in our story might be.

Teacher Evaluation:
● Did students complete their reading for today?
● Did students follow the lesson?
● Were they interested in the history of automatons? What role did images play?
● How could the lesson be adapted if taught again?
● Was the time given to complete the paper automaton reasonable?
● How much critical thinking did students use in constructing their automaton?
● Was the paper automaton a useful component of the lesson?

Lesson 1: Image0

Lesson 1: Image1

Lesson 1: Image2

Lesson 1: Image3

Lesson 1: Image4

Lesson 1: Image5

Lesson 1: Image6

Sample project from:
Cardboard Engineering
Source Book
Rob Ives
Contents
2

Introduction

4

A Guide to Mechanisms

8

Mathematics and Model Making

9

General Instructions for Construction

10

Single Cam

14

Cam and Rocking Platform

18

Multiple Cam Box

23

Single Crank Slider

27

Double Crank Slider

32

Single Twister

36

Double Twister

41

Swash Plate Mechanism

45

Snap Up Cube

47

Snap Up Octahedron

50

Extra parts

51

Glossary

52

Lesson Notes

Free sample!

The full ebook is available from www.robives.com with a special price for
website subscribers!
A full printed version is also available on sister site www.flying-pig.co.uk

www.robives.com

Crank Slider

A box with a crank slider
mechanism.
Turn the handle and the push
rod, protruding through the top
of the box, moves in an oval.

Assembly instructions

1

Glue the square section into
the round crank. Thread on the
slip-ring and glue the second
crank into place.

2

Assemble the
outer parts of
the crank and
glue them to the
crank centre.
Make up the box. Thread the crankshaft
into the box and glue on the washers.
Glue on the winder handle.
Glue the slider tube to the top of the box.
Thread the slider down through
the slider tube.
Wrap the strap on the end of the
slider round the slip ring and glue
it to the back of the slider. Make
sure you don't get any glue on
the slip ring.

4

3

Once complete add your
character to finish the model.
Side view of the box.

www.robives.com

Back view
of the box.

Crank Slider
Sheet A

Box

Cut
out

Slider Tube
D-2

Glue the back of this flap to the inside of the box

Glue the back of this flap to the inside of the box

Box

Cut

www.robives.com

D-1

out

www.robives.com

Glue the back of this flap to the inside of the box

Glue the back of this flap to the inside of the box

Crank Slider
Sheet B

D-3

D-8

D-7

Slip-ring

Push rod

D-5

D-4

Washer

Cut
out

Winder.

Crank shaft part

D-

14

C
ou ut
t

D-11

Crank shaft part

Crank shaft part

D-

13

C
ou ut
t

D-12

Crank shaft part

Glue the support piece into
the cat's body and glue on
the head. Glue the cat to the
pushrod.

www.robives.com

D-10

D-9

Crank shaft right

Cut
out

D-6

Washer

Crank shaft right

Ideas for extending the crank slider box.

Extend the model by using your own character rather than the supplied cat. Above are a few
possibilities showing how the crank slider box could be used. Before making the model spend some
time planning what you are going to make.

www.robives.com
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Hugo Cabret: Day 2
Subject Area: Language Arts
Grade Level: 6th
Concept / Skill: Describe the role relationships play Target Audience: Mixed Ability Class
in literature and the real world.
Time Frame: 40 minutes
Materials:
● Electronic images
Resources:
● http://farm1.static.flickr.com/51/113896868_ca259c7125_o.jpg
● http://pauljamesbarbato.com/blog/wpcontent/uploads/2009/10/Le_voyage_dans_la_lune.jpg
A. Focusing Activity:
● What do you think about the automaton now?
● Do you think you could draw an image as well as the automaton's moon?
● What do you think the significance of the moon is? (Don't answer if you've read
ahead!) Man on moon
● [image 0] This is an image that has appeared many times throughout history. This
image is from an old movie. What has happened? Rocket landed on moon.
● [image 1] This image is from a recent British TV show, where the man on the moon
talks for extended periods of time. Does this moon look a little more friendly?
B. Purpose: Students will be able to describe the role relationships play in literature and the
real world.
C. Whole Class Discussion:
● What does it take to be friends? [Make a list of ideas on the board]
● What is the difference between friends and best friends?
● What does it take to be best friends? [Add to chart on board]
● Is every person you know a friend? What else could they be? Acquaintances,
enemies What are the qualities of those? [Add to chart on board]
● What is Hugo's relationship with Isabelle? Why?
● What is Hugo's relationship with Papa Georges? Why?
● What is Hugo's relationship with Etienne? Why?
● What is Hugo's relationship with the Station Inspector? Why?
● (time allowing) What could Hugo do to improve his relationship with Isabelle? Papa
Georges? Etienne? The Station Inspector?
D. Group Discussions:
● One of the most important components of a successful friendship is trust. Of course, it
is hard to trust thieves. Do you think Hugo is a thief? Discuss that question overall as
well as whether or not Hugo was a thief of each of the items I assign to your group.
● [Split students into 5 or 6 heterogeneous groups.]

Here are your group's prompts. Don't forget to ask yourself: Who owns the
object/objects? Has Hugo stolen from that owner? Why or why not?
▪ Automaton
▪ Book from Bookstore (can be eliminated)
▪ Living Space in Station
▪ Milk
▪ Movie Viewing
▪ Paychecks
E. Individual Activity:
● To wrap up our discussion from today, I would like to hear your thoughts on the role
theft really plays in friendship. In particular, how has Hugo's theft of Isabelle's key
changed their relationship? Given what happened in Hugo's apartment, what do you
think is going to happen next? (If you have read ahead, please tell me you've read
ahead and tell me whether or not what happened was expected.) Please write your
thoughts down and turn them in before the end of the period.
● I'm going to write the prompt on the board, but feel free to let me know if you have any
questions about what to write.
● [Write prompt on board.]
●

Conclusion:
● For tomorrow, I am going to ask that you read through page 394.
Student Evaluation:
● Assess student writing. Concentrate on comprehension of reading and discussion as
well as the inclusion of a prediction.
Teacher Evaluation:
● Did students complete their reading for today?
● Were most students engaged?
● Did most students participate?
● How could the lesson be adapted if taught again?
● Did the discussions take an appropriate amount of time? Was there enough / too
much time for writing?

Lesson 2: Image0

Lesson 2: Image1
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Hugo Cabret: Day 3
Subject Area: Language Arts
Grade Level: 6th
Concept / Skill: Learn about changes in media over Target Audience: Mixed Ability Class
the last 100 years and the role media plays in life Time Frame: 40 minutes
Materials:
● Film Clip: The Prestige (2:19)
● Short Film: Le Voyage dans la Lune (11:48)
Resources:
● Méliès, Georges. (1902). Le Voyage dans la Lune.
http://www.archive.org/details/Levoyagedanslalune.
● Nolan, Christopher. (2006). The Prestige [motion picture]. USA: Warner Bros.
Pictures.
● Wood, Gaby. (2002). Edison's Eve: A Magical History of the Quest for Mechanical
Life. New York: Random House.
A. Focusing Activity:
● What is a scene in film or television which struck you as “magical”? Why was it
magical? How do you think it was made?
● Write a quick response to these questions in your journal.
● I'm going to write the prompt on the board, but feel free to let me know if you have any
questions about what to write.
● [Write prompt on board.]
B. Purpose: Students will learn about changes in media over the last 100 years and the role
media plays in life.
C. Instruction:
● When Georges said “If you ever wondered where your dreams come from when you
go to sleep at night, just look around. This is where they are made.” (387) he was
talking about film.
● In the course of reading Hugo, we've found out a little bit about how film came about.
What are the four occupations we have found out were once connected to filmmaking?
Horologist (clock maker), Scientist, Mechanist, Magician, Filmmaker How are these
professions related to one another?
● We're going to watch a quick clip that shows two different magic tricks or illusions.
[Play Prestige clip.]
● How does our conversation about the relationships between occupations relate to this
clip? You see a mechanical device which helps the magician hide the birds cage. You
see a woman hiding in a chest. In film, hiding would be unnecessary.
● Méliès spent most of his career as a magician, starting as a stagehand and set
designer before buying his own theatre which would house his magic shows for 30
years. During his career as a magician (in the year 1895) Méliès saw one of the first
exhibitions of the Lumière brothers cinematograph, a precursor to the motion picture
projector. He tried to buy one from the brothers, but they refused to sell their machine.
Méliès had one built by someone else and soon began creating his own films, but he
saw a potential others did not – while everyone else was recording actual (historic)
events, he filmed fictional stories.

●

●

●
●

●

In filming his stories, he discovered by chance the technique of transforming one object
into another, just by stopping the film whilst recording and then restarting it after a
pause. As if by magic, a horse-drawn bus transformed into a smaller carriage.
Further encouraged by the potential of film (he could perform magic tricks on film that
could never be performed in person), Méliès built his own studio (the first movie studio)
and developed many of the techniques modern filmmakers take for granted: superimposition, double exposure, slow-motion, dissolve and fade-out. Can anyone tell me
about any of these methods and what they might look like? Let's see what they look
like in Méliès' most famous film: Le Voyage dans la Lune or The Trip to the Moon,
which was the first science fiction film.
[Play Le Voyage dans la Lune]
How is this film similar to modern film? How is it different? Length, Silent,... What
scenes would have seemed like magic to viewers in 1902? Anything in space, instant
changes in wardrobe, disappearance of moon men,...
Which components of Selznick's story come from real life?

Conclusion:
● For tomorrow, I am going to ask that you finish the book. As you finish, be on the
lookout for parts of the story that may have come from history, especially where Papa
Georges is concerned.
Student Evaluation:
● Give students participation credit for their journal.
Teacher Evaluation:
● Did students complete their reading for today?
● Were most students engaged?
● How long did instruction take? Was there too much time left over?
● How could the lesson be adapted if taught again?
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Hugo Cabret: Day 4
Subject Area: Language Arts / Art
Concept / Skill: Learn and practice techniques of
story illustration

Grade Level: 6th
Target Audience: Mixed Ability Class
Time Frame: 40 minutes

Materials:
● Digital images
● Student copies of storyboard planner (with extras)
● Student copies of storyboard template (3 per student with extras)
Resources:
● N/A
A. Focusing Activity:
● Flip through your book and take a good look at the illustrations. What do you notice
about them? How do you think they were made? Where is your eye drawn in each
picture? Why do you think that is?
B. Purpose: Students will learn and practice techniques of story illustration.
C. Instruction:
● Brian Selznick uses pencil when he illustrates.
● Actually, he probably uses a set of pencils, some very soft and very dark, some very
hard and very light. If you take a look at your own pencil, you can probably find the
letters HB at the top. An HB pencil (a “number 2 pencil”) is of medium hardness and
darkness, but there are pencils labeled just H and just B, with H being the hardest and
lightest while B is the softest and darkest. They actually make sets with up to 20
different pencils, each varying in their darkness. [image]
● Because he's a professional illustrator, Selznick probably uses more than one pencil,
but you can use just one pencil and still make a very dynamic drawing, just depending
on how hard you press or how you shade. Look at page 488 in your book (an
illustration of Hugo the magician). Where do your eyes go? Hugo's face / eyes Page
280? The break in the chair
● There are actually three reasons your eyes are pulled where they are.
1. Looking at the break in the chair, you can see Selznick make the background where
the chair is broken very light while the chair itself is fairly dark. This contrast
(difference) in value attracts your eyes. The same holds true with Hugo's face – it
is a large area of lightness compared to the darkness of his dress and the wall.
2. Your eyes generally start at the middle of the page. If there are multiple areas of
contrast, your eyes will generally find the one closest to the middle of the page first.
3. Your eyes are generally drawn to eyes.
● How did Selznick achieve the contrast in these pages? How hard he pressed when
drawing, how hard he pressed when shading, and how close together his lines were
● You might notice that many times lines used for shading are in a checkered layout.
Does anyone know what artists call this checkered pattern? Cross-hatching

D. Individual Practice:
● Using what you already knew, what we've learned today, and Hugo as an inspiration,
it's your turn to use Selznick's style of illustration to tell a story. I would like you to tell
the story of an encounter. It should not be something that happened in our book, but it
could certainly be like one. It could be an encounter like one of Hugo's encounters
with Papa Georges (an argument), like one of Hugo's encounters with the Station
Inspector (an escape or entrapment) or like the scientists experienced when they
landed on the moon (a fight). What are some other examples of encounters? Meeting,
collision,...
● I'm going to first give you a sheet with small “film frames” where you can draw very
rough sketches to plan out your scene. You may be able to show your encounter in as
few as 3 frames, but you'll probably need more than that – remember, Selznick never
used captions or speech bubbles.
● When you're done planning, come see me to get a few sheets with larger frames.
When everyone is done illustrating, we are going to take a trip to the computer lab to
change our still frames into an animated movie!
Conclusion:
● While we're out of time for today, we will have some time to finish our illustrations
tomorrow after a short assessment of what you've learned from Hugo. When everyone
is done with their illustrations, we will visit the computer lab and turn our still frames
into an animation!
Student Evaluation:
● Give students credit for their illustration. Consider the validity of the scene as an
encounter, students' use of cross-hatching/shading/value, and the effectiveness of
value in focusing the viewer's attention.
Teacher Evaluation:
● Did students complete their reading for today?
● Were students engaged during the instruction? Individual practice?
● Did students benefit from the instruction?
● How could the lesson be adapted if taught again?
● All students should have been able to get beyond the planning stage. Was the time
given to begin illustration appropriate?
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